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a b s t r a c t
Studies in all sensory modalities have demonstrated ampliﬁcation of early brain responses to attended
signals, but less is known about the processes by which listeners selectively ignore stimuli. Here we use
MEG and a new paradigm to dissociate the effects of selectively attending, and ignoring in time. Two
different tasks were performed successively on the same acoustic stimuli: triplets of tones (A, B, C) with
noise-bursts interspersed between the triplets. In the COMPARE task subjects were instructed to respond
when tones A and C were of same frequency. In the PASSIVE task they were instructed to respond as fast
as possible to noise-bursts. COMPARE requires attending to A and C and actively ignoring tone B, but
PASSIVE involves neither attending to nor ignoring the tones. The data were analyzed separately for
frontal and auditory-cortical channels to independently address attentional effects on low-level sensory
versus putative control processing. We observe the earliest attend/ignore effects as early as 100 ms poststimulus onset in auditory cortex. These appear to be generated by modulation of exogenous (stimulusdriven) sensory evoked activity. Speciﬁcally related to ignoring, we demonstrate that active-ignoringinduced input inhibition involves early selection. We identiﬁed a sequence of early (<200 ms post-onset)
auditory cortical effects, comprised of onset response attenuation and the emergence of an inhibitory
response, and provide new, direct evidence that listeners actively ignoring a sound can reduce their
stimulus related activity in auditory cortex by 100 ms after onset when this is required to execute speciﬁc
behavioral objectives.
© 2010 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Attention is often illustrated by the metaphor of an internal
spotlight, a mechanism that enables an organism to select and
preferentially process behaviorally relevant input. Brain-imaging
studies in humans (see Herrmann & Knight, 2001; Hillyard, Vogel,
& Luck, 1998; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000 for reviews), mostly
of the visual system (e.g. Corbetta, Miezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman,
& Petersen, 1990; Luck, Chelazzi, Hillyard, & Desimone, 1997;
Shulman et al., 1997) but also in the auditory modality (e.g. Elhilali,
Xiang, Shamma, & Simon, 2009; Fritz, Elhilali, David, & Shamma,
2007; Giard, Fort, Mouchetant-Rostaing, & Pernier, 2000; Hillyard,
Hink, Schwent, & Picton, 1973; Petkov et al., 2004; Woldorff &
Hillyard, 1991) have demonstrated that attending to a stimulus, can
inﬂuence very early processing phases by boosting the sensitivity
of low-level sensory processes and gating sensory input.
Another aspect of attention is the ability to ignore irrelevant or
distracting stimuli. Ignoring may be viewed as a direct side effect
of attending, caused by limited immediate processing resources
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when the scene is busy (e.g. Lavie, 2005). Indeed, increased activity
in brain areas that process attended signals or internal cognitive
tasks is often accompanied by suppression of activity in other
regions (e.g. Ghatan, Hsieh, Petersson, Stone-Elander, & Ingvar,
1998; Johnson & Zatorre, 2005; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Rees,
Frith, & Lavie, 1997; Rees, Russell, Frith, & Driver, 1999). However,
in addition to being a consequence of focused attention, ignoring is frequently an active process—for instance, if the distracter
is attention-grabbing and hinders the organism’s ability to concentrate on task-relevant features (e.g. Ipata, Gee, Gottlieb, Bisley, &
Goldberg, 2006; Melara, Rao, & Tong, 2002).
In EEG (electroencephalography) or MEG (magnetoencephalography) studies of auditory selective attention, brain responses
to attended sounds usually show increased amplitudes relative
to responses to the same sounds when they are not attended
(e.g. Alain & Woods, 1994; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2007; Hillyard et
al., 1973; Näätänen, 1992; Snyder, Alain, & Picton, 2006; TederSälejärvi, Hillyard, Röder, & Neville, 1999). This difference could
arise from ampliﬁcation of responses to attended stimuli, attenuation of responses to non-attended stimuli, or both. A number of
studies have demonstrated decreased responses to ignored tones
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relative to neutral conditions, suggesting that inhibition of processing of non-attended signals contributes to the measured difference
(Alain, Achim, & Richer, 1993; Alain & Woods, 1994; Berman,
Heilweil, Ritter, & Rosen, 1989; Bidet-Caulet, Mikyska, & Knight,
2010; Michie, Bearpark, Crawford, & Glue, 1990; Michie, Solowij,
Crawford, & Glue, 1993; Rif, Hari, Hämäläinen, & Sams, 1991). Such
event-related potential (ERP) inhibition has usually been demonstrated in cases where the irrelevant stimuli can be perceptually
suppressed based on the ongoing stimulus context—situations
when distracters and to-be-attended signals differ by some feature such as frequency (Alain et al., 1993; Alain & Woods, 1994; Rif
et al., 1991) or location (Alho, Woods, & Algazi, 1994; Bidet-Caulet
et al., 2010; Melara et al., 2002; Michie et al., 1993; Rif et al., 1991)
that allows the segregation of the scene into task-relevant and taskirrelevant streams of stimuli. For example, Alain and Woods (1994)
used tone-pips of three different frequencies presented in random
order. Subjects were instructed to attend to one of the frequencies
and detect deviant (longer duration) tones at that frequency. The
data suggested that clustering the distracters to facilitate ignoring
resulted in suppressed ERPs to distracter tones as well as increased
responses to attended tones.
In most cases the effects of distracter suppression have been
reported to occur substantially later than the enhancement of the
response to attended signals (e.g. reviewed in Giard et al., 2000).
While attentional facilitation effects commonly emerge from about
100 ms post-tone onset—at the time of the N1/M100 auditory onset
response (Alho, Woods, et al., 1994; Fujiwara, Nagamine, Imai,
Tanaka, & Shibasaki, 1998; Hansen & Hillyard, 1988; Hillyard et
al., 1973; Melara et al., 2002; Michie et al., 1993) or even earlier (Woldorff et al., 1993; Woldorff & Hillyard, 1991), suppression
effects are usually reported to emerge later—from about 200 ms
post-onset (Alho, Töttölä, Reinikainen, Sams, & Näätänen, 1987;
Alain & Woods, 1994; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2010; Degerman, Rinne,
Särkkä, Salmi, & Alho, 2008; Melara et al., 2002; Michie et al., 1990,
1993; Rif et al., 1991). These different temporal properties can be
taken to suggest that attentional facilitation and inhibition may be
two independent processes.
In the present MEG study we elaborate on these mechanisms
and their temporal properties with a new stimulus/task paradigm
which allows us to temporally dissociate the effects of active ignoring and active attending within the same ongoing auditory ‘scene’:
The stimuli consisted of a series of triplets of tones (A, B, C), with a
number of noise bursts randomly interspersed between the triplets.
Two tasks were performed successively on the same stimuli in
a counterbalanced fashion. In the COMPARE task, subjects were
instructed to disregard the noise bursts and respond when tones
A and C were of the same frequency. In the PASSIVE task, subjects were instructed to respond as quickly as possible to the noise
bursts. Since the stimuli were identical in both tasks, differences
in response can be attributed to the perceptual state of the listeners induced by task demands. Whereas the PASSIVE task required
no special effort to attend or ignore the tones, good performance
in the COMPARE task could only be achieved if subjects ignored B
tones while attending to A and C. Frequencies were roved to prevent
listeners from attending to or suppressing a particular frequency
range and the stimuli were optimized to encourage the suppression
of tone B in time.
It is known that listeners are able to selectively orient attention
in time (Grifﬁn, Miniussi, & Nobre, 2001), and that such allocation
of attention can affect very early processing stages (Lange, Rosler,
& Roder, 2003; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008). Lange et al. (2003)
demonstrated that auditory stimuli at attended, compared to unattended moments in time elicited enhanced N1 onset responses,
similarly to what has been demonstrated for spatial attention
(e.g. Hillyard et al., 1973). Based on these ﬁndings we expect an
enhanced response to C tones in the COMPARE relative to the PAS-
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SIVE listening task. However our study asks an additional question:
what are the neural correlates of selectively ignoring the irrelevant B tone in the COMPARE task? Can listeners selectively ignore a
moment in time? Does the perceptual state of attempting to ignore
tone B affect the way tone B is processed and if so, how early in the
possessing stream does this effect arise?
1. Materials and methods
1.1. Subjects
Fourteen paid subjects (average age: 23.2 years, 7 female), took part in the experiment. All participants were right handed (Oldﬁeld, 1971), reported normal hearing,
and had no history of neurological disorder. The data from one subject were discarded from analysis due to excessive head movements during the experiment. The
experimental procedures were approved by the University of Maryland institutional
review board and written informed consent was obtained from each participant.
1.2. Stimuli
The stimuli were triplets of 100 ms pure tones (A, B and C, respectively) with a
600 ms inter-tone-interval (from offset to onset). Each tone was ramped on and off
with 10 ms cosine-squared ramps. The initial and ﬁnal tones (A and C) were identical in frequency or differed by plus or minus the subject’s discrimination threshold
(see ‘threshold estimation’ below). Tone B was an octave above or below tone A. In
order to prevent the subjects from listening to a particular frequency range we used
two frequency ranges for the A and C tones: 400 and 800 Hz, resulting in 4 types
of triplets: [A ≈ 400 Hz, B ≈ 200 Hz, C ≈ 400 Hz]; [A ≈ 400 Hz, B ≈ 800 Hz, C ≈ 400 Hz];
[A ≈ 800 Hz, B ≈ 400 Hz, C ≈ 800 Hz]; [A ≈ 800 Hz, B ≈ 1600 Hz, C ≈ 800 Hz]. In addition, the frequencies of A, C and B tones were roved in 3 steps, where each step
equaled the subject’s frequency discrimination threshold. All stimulus conditions
appeared randomly and with identical probability, and tones A and C were equal in
exactly half of the trials. Overall, listeners heard 640 triplets. The stimulus set also
included a proportion (25%; 240) of 200 ms wide-band noise bursts (ramped on and
off with 10 ms cosine-squared ramps), interspersed randomly between the triplets
(but never within a triplet).
The stimuli were created off-line and saved in 16-bit stereo wave format at
a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz, delivered to the subjects’ ears with a tubephone (EA-RTONE 3A 50 ohm, Etymotic Research Inc.) attached to E-A-RLINK foam plugs
inserted into the ear-canal and presented at a comfortable listening level.
Two tasks were performed on these stimuli. In the PASSIVE task subjects were
instructed to respond as fast as possible (by pressing a response button held in
the right hand) to the noise bursts. In the COMPARE task, subjects were instructed
to disregard the noise bursts and respond when tones A and C were of the same
frequency. This is a difﬁcult task because A and C, when different, are close in frequency, and because tone B, one octave above or below the frequency region of A and
C, distracts the listener away from the spectral region necessary for performing the
discrimination task. In order to successfully perform the COMPARE task, listeners
must attempt to ignore the B tone. To make sure that they do not solve the task by
ignoring a particular frequency range throughout the experiment, we used several
different frequency regions for the tones, as described above. In this way, stimulus
and task parameters were optimized to encourage subjects to ignore tone B in time.
To control for order, habituation and fatigue effects, the task order was counterbalanced across subjects. Within each task-block the order of presentation was
randomized, with the inter-stimulus interval (ISI; from offset to onset of a triplet)
randomized between 1400 and 2100 ms.
1.3. Discrimination threshold estimation
Pure tone frequency discrimination thresholds were measured in a threeinterval one-up three-down adaptive procedure in which subjects had to decide
which of a series of three tones was different from the other two. Visual feedback
was provided. Tone and inter-tone-interval durations were 100 ms and 1100 ms,
respectively. The frequency difference, initially 12%, was reduced by a factor of 2
after the ﬁrst two correct responses, 1.4 after the next two and 1.2 after that. The
estimation procedure ended after 12 reversals, and the threshold was taken as the
average of the last eight reversals. The nominal base frequency was either 400 Hz
or 800 Hz, and was roved over a ±6% range. Tracks for 400 Hz and 800 Hz were
interleaved.
The average thresholds measured for this group of non-trained individuals was
7.2% or 28.8 Hz (SD = 6.9%) for 400 Hz tones and 5.2% or 41.6 Hz (SD = 4.6%) for 800 Hz
tones. The threshold used to create the experimental stimuli for each subject was
set to be the higher of the subject’s two thresholds.
1.4. Procedure
Before the recording, individual discrimination thresholds were obtained for
each participant, as described above, and stimuli were appropriately adjusted. The
two task blocks were administered successively (order counter-balanced across sub-
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jects) during the same recording session. The experimental task was explained to
the subjects only immediately before each task block. Immediately before the COMPARE task block, subjects received a training run (∼100 triplets) with visual feedback.
During the task-blocks proper, no feedback was provided.
Subjects lay supine inside a magnetically shielded room. In a pre-experiment
just prior to the ﬁrst task, they listened to 200 repetitions of a 1 kHz, 50 ms sinusoidal
tone (ISI randomized between 750 and 1550 ms). Responses were used to verify
that signals from auditory cortex had a satisfactory signal to noise ratio (SNR), that
the subject was positioned properly in the machine, and to determine which MEG
channels best respond to activity within auditory cortex.
In the experiment proper (about 1.5 h), subjects listened to stimuli while performing the tasks (using a button held in their right hand) as described above. The
instructions in the COMPARE task encouraged accuracy whereas instructions in the
PASSIVE task condition emphasized speed. Stimulus presentation was divided into
runs of 100 stimuli (8 runs per task-block). Between runs subjects were allowed a
short rest but were required to stay still. Throughout, participants were asked to
keep their eyes closed, among other reasons to avoid overt eye movement artifacts.
Five electromagnetic coils were attached to the listeners’ heads prior to the MEG
measurement. The locations of the coils were calculated with respect to anatomical
landmarks on the scalp using 3D digitizer software (Source Signal Imaging, Inc.) and
digitizing hardware (Polhemus, Inc.). To verify that no head movement occurred
during the relatively long session, the coils were periodically (three times during
the session) localized with respect to the MEG sensors. Subjects with excessive head
movements (1 subject in the present experiment) were excluded from analysis.

The magnetic signals were recorded using a 156-channel, whole-head axial
gradiometer system (KIT, Kanazawa, Japan). Data for the pre-experiment were
acquired with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, ﬁltered online between 1 Hz (hardware ﬁlter) and 58.8 Hz (17 ms moving average ﬁlter), stored in 500 ms stimulus-related
epochs starting 100 ms pre-onset. Data for the main (PASSIVE and COMPARE tasks)
experiment were acquired continuously with a sampling rate of 0.5 kHz, ﬁltered in
hardware between 1 and 200 Hz with a notch at 60 Hz (to remove line noise), and
stored for later analysis. The data were noise-reduced using the Time-Shift Principle
Component Analysis algorithm (de Cheveigné & Simon, 2007).

Because the skull and brain tissue have uniform conductivity to magnetic ﬁelds,
MEG (unlike EEG) allows gross separation of activity into topographic areas (e.g. the
different cortices) without restrictive models. Fig. 1A shows a typical magnetic ﬁeld
pattern over a listener’s scalp resulting from frontal cortex activity (the speciﬁc pattern shown is taken from 500 ms post-triplet onset in the PASSIVE task condition;
see also Fig. 3). We selected the 10 most frontal channels in the sensory array on
each side of the head (black squares in Fig. 1A; same for all subjects) to represent
frontal activity. The larger number of frontal channels (relative to auditory channels,
see below) was used to insure that frontal activity (which is less well characterized
with MEG relative to auditory activity) is captured adequately for subjects with
different head-sizes.
Auditory cortical activity was sampled with 5 channels on each side of the head,
selected individually for each subject based on the M100 auditory evoked response
to the pure tones presented in the pre-experiment. The M100 is a prominent and
robust (across listeners and stimuli) deﬂection at about 100 ms post-onset, and has
been the most investigated auditory MEG response (see Roberts, Ferrari, Stufﬂebean,
& Poeppel, 2000 for review). It was identiﬁed for each subject as a dipole-like pattern (i.e. a source/sink pair) in the magnetic ﬁeld contour plots distributed over
the temporal region of each hemisphere (Fig. 1B). In previous studies, under the
same conditions, the resulting M100 current source localized to the upper banks
of the superior temporal gyrus in both hemispheres (Hari, 1990; Lütkenhöner &
Steinsträter, 1998; Pantev et al., 1995).
In the absence of any hypothesis involving frontal activity, we would otherwise use the 20 strongest channels at the peak of the M100 (5 in each sink and
source, yielding 10 in each hemisphere; solid and dashed squares in Fig. 1B) to
sample auditory activity (e.g. Chait, Poeppel, de Cheveigne, & Simon, 2005; Chait,
Poeppel, & Simon, 2006). However, since the stimuli and task used in current study
involve cognitive demands that are usually associated with signiﬁcant frontal lobe
activation (e.g. Duncan & Owen, 2000) and because in some subjects the rostral
auditory channels (dashed squares in Fig. 1B) overlap with frontal channels (solid
squares in Fig. 1A) we chose the posterior auditory channels (solid squares in Fig. 1B)
for the analysis of auditory cortical activation. Note that even with these selection
criteria the separation into “frontal” and “auditory” activity is not perfect because
frontal channels still capture some auditory activity. The opposite, however, is not
true—the caudal (posterior) auditory channels are unlikely to pick up frontal-lobe
activity (though they may pick up some activity from parietal cortex).

1.5.1. Channel selection
We analyze the raw signal, without applying a source model, by selecting subsets of channels that would best reﬂect frontal lobe and auditory cortex activation.

1.5.2. Evoked responses
In this study we investigate the temporal characteristics of the brain responses
evoked by our stimuli. One measure of cortical processing dynamics is the amplitude

1.5. Neuromagnetic recording and data analysis

Fig. 1. Channel selection. (A) An axial view of a typical magnetic ﬁeld pattern over a (ﬂattened) listener’s scalp resulting from frontal cortex activity (the speciﬁc pattern
shown is taken from 500 ms post-onset in the PASSIVE condition). We selected the 10 most frontal channels on each side of the sensory array (black squares) to sample
frontal activity. (B) An axial view of a typical magnetic ﬁeld pattern over a listener’s scalp resulting from auditory cortical activity. Auditory channels were selected for each
subject individually based on the M100 auditory evoked response to the pure tones presented in the pre-experiment. To reduce overlap with frontal activity and otherwise
non-auditory cortical activation, we chose the 5 most activated channels in the posterior sink and source (black squares). Red: source; Blue: sink. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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time course (e.g. increases and decreases in activation) as reﬂected in the root mean
square (RMS) of the selected channels. For illustration purposes, we plot the grandaverage (average over all subjects for each of the 156 channels) or the group-RMS
(RMS of individual subjects’ RMSs). However, statistical analysis is always performed
on a subject-by-subject basis, using the RMS values of the channels chosen for each
subject in each hemisphere. Data were not spectrally ﬁltered beyond the online
hardware ﬁltering described above.
The COMPARE task was designed in such a way that the initial processing of A, B
and C tones is the same for all triplets (targets and non-targets), diverging only after
the onset of tone C. In the analysis, we therefore collapse across target (f(A) = f(C))
and non-target (f(A) =
/ f(C)) stimuli to increase the response SNR. Epochs of 2000 ms
duration (including 200 ms pre-onset) were constructed for each of the eight stimulus conditions (4 triplets × 2 tasks). Epochs with amplitudes larger than 3 pT (∼5%)
were considered artifactual and discarded, and the remaining epochs were averaged. The root mean square (RMS) of the ﬁeld strength across the selected frontal
and auditory channels was calculated at each time point. Thirty-two RMS time series,
one for each condition (eight), area (frontal and auditory) and hemisphere (left and
right), were thus created for each subject.
To evaluate congruity across subjects, the individual RMS time series were combined into group-RMS (RMS of individual RMSs) time series. Consistency of peaks
in each group-RMS was automatically assessed with the Bootstrap method (500
iterations; balanced; Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). The consistency, across subjects, of
magnetic ﬁeld distributions at those peaks was assessed automatically as described
in Chait et al. (2005).
Because of a stimulus delivery problem, for 20% of the triplets the ISI preceding
a triplet was shorter for the PASSIVE than for COMPARE tasks. Data for those triplets
were discarded and the results reported here are based on the remaining 80% of the
PASSIVE stimuli. Analysis was also performed on the full data set; comparison of the
analyses did not reveal any substantial differences.
1.6. Comparison across task conditions
To identify the time intervals where PASSIVE and COMPARE task conditions
exhibit signiﬁcant amplitude differences, for each subject we create a combined
RMS (RMS of RMSs; over 4 triplet conditions × 2 hemispheres; these conditions
were combined because we found no effects of triplet-type or hemisphere) for each
task condition. This is a ‘conservative’ measure for effects that are consistent across
conditions and is relatively insensitive to spurious effects due to outliers. We also
performed the same analysis using collapsed conditions (averaged over all triplet
epochs) and comparison of the analyses did not reveal any substantive differences
between analyses.
To compare PASSIVE and COMPARE task conditions, we then used a repeated
measures analysis where, for each subject, the squared RMS value of one condition
is subtracted from the squared RMS value of the other condition and the individual
difference time series are subjected to a bootstrap analysis (500 iterations; balanced;
Efron & Tibshirani, 1993). At each time point, the proportion of iterations below the
zero line was counted. If that proportion was less than 5%, or more than 95% for
10 adjacent samples (20 ms), and if the average absolute difference at that time
was sufﬁciently large (exceeded a threshold of 200 fT2 ), the difference was judged
to be signiﬁcant. The temporal threshold (20 ms) was chosen to correspond to the
length of the (a priori hypothesized) M100 effect at posterior auditor channels for
tone C (Fig. 3); the amplitude difference threshold was set to correspond to the mean
absolute amplitude difference (difference of square RMS values) between conditions
over the entire stimulus epoch. This value was not statistically different between
‘frontal’ and ‘auditory’ channels and the same threshold was used for both.

2. Results
2.1. Behavior
In the COMPARE task, subjects exhibited an average hit rate of
82.4% (SD = 13.29%) and a false positive rate of 15.88% (SD = 9%)
resulting in an average d-prime (Macmillan & Creelman, 2008) of
2.05. These data indicate that the task was difﬁcult but manageable.
Average response time was 679 ms (SD = 96 ms) after the onset of
tone C (1979 ms post-triplet onset). In the PASSIVE task, subjects
performed at ceiling, with an average hit rate of 98.7% (SD = 2.3%)
and a false positive rate of 0.06% (SD = 0.24%). Average response
time was 340 ms (SD = 95 ms) post-noise onset. There was no effect
of task order on any of these measures.
2.2. Electrophysiological data
Fig. 2 shows the time course of magnetic ﬁelds for one stimulus condition [A ≈ 400 Hz, B ≈ 800 Hz, C ≈ 400 Hz] in the PASSIVE

Fig. 2. Illustration of response data. Grand-average (average over all subjects for
each of the 156 channels; in black) of the evoked cortical responses to one stimulus
condition [A ≈ 400 Hz, B ≈ 800 Hz, C ≈ 400 Hz] in the PASSIVE (top) and COMPARE
(bottom) task conditions. The root mean square (RMS) over all channels is plotted
in red. Tone onsets are marked with green bars. The M100 onset responses to A, B
and C tones are clearly seen at 100, 700 and 1300 ms (shaded). (For interpretation of
the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of the article.)

(top) and COMPARE (bottom) tasks. Plotted in black are the data
for each of the 156 channels averaged over subjects. The root mean
square (RMS) over all channels is plotted in red. Responses to other
stimulus conditions (not shown) are similar. We did not observe
any hemispheric differences or consistent effects of stimulus condition and the data are therefore combined in subsequent analysis
(see Section 1). The M100 onset responses to A, B and C tones are
clearly seen at 100, 700 and 1300 ms. Below we quantify and discuss the differences between COMPARE and PASSIVE tasks in the
brain activity leading to, and following the appearance of each tone.
2.3. Task effects on brain responses to the triplet stimuli
Fig. 3 presents the RMS time course of COMPARE and PASSIVE
responses combined across triplet conditions and hemispheres.
Tones are marked as green bars. Signiﬁcant differences between
COMPARE and PASSIVE amplitudes (see methods) are marked with
pink (COMPARE > PASSIVE) or blue (PASSIVE > COMPARE) shading.
The top panel shows responses recorded from all auditory channels (see Fig. 1 and Section 1). The middle panel shows responses
recorded from posterior auditory channels only and the bottom plot
shows responses recorded from frontal channels.
Comparison of the three panels in Fig. 3 suggests that responses
in the top panel (all auditory channels) are somewhat contaminated by activity from frontal and prefrontal channel groupings
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Fig. 3. The RMS time course of composite (averaged across triplet conditions and hemispheres) COMPARE and PASSIVE amplitudes recorded from all auditory (top), posterior
auditory (middle) and frontal (bottom) channels. Tone onsets are marked with green bars. Statistically signiﬁcant differences between COMPARE (red) and PASSIVE (blue)
amplitudes are marked with pink (COMPARE > PASSIVE) or light-blue (PASSIVE > COMPARE) shading. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

(bottom panel). We therefore focus on the posterior auditory channels (see Fig. 1B) as indexes of auditory cortical activation. These
will be referred to as “auditory channels” in the remainder of this
report. The pre-triplet interval (baseline) did not differ between
task conditions for the auditory channels. For the frontal channels
it was somewhat higher for COMPARE than for PASSIVE (though
not consistently across listeners). Because such differences are of
potential interest, we did not apply baseline correction (subtraction
from the response of mean pre-stimulus activity).
Peak M100 amplitudes in auditory channels did not differ
between conditions for A tones. This may reﬂect the fact that both
tasks require the subject to attend to the onset of each new triplet
because it is relevant for both tasks (it must be distinguished from
noise for PASSIVE, and its pitch recorded for the COMPARE task).
However, the M100 responses for tones B and C exhibit small but
signiﬁcant task-related amplitude differences. Peak M100 amplitudes are signiﬁcantly higher for COMPARE than PASSIVE for tone
C (an average amplitude difference of about 7 fT or 10%), and lower

for tone B (an average amplitude difference of about 7 fT or 9%).
The sizes of these effects are comparable to those reported in other
attention-related evoked response studies (e.g. Gazzaley, Cooney,
McEvoy, Knight, & D’Esposito, 2005; Gutschalk et al., 2005; Lange et
al., 2003; Sanders & Astheimer, 2008). Although it appears from the
average that there is a difference in latency between tone B M100
responses in PASSIVE and COMPARE, this was not signiﬁcant across
subjects.
In Fig. 3 (auditory channels) the M100 response to tone B
appears to be preceded by an ongoing difference between conditions (500–650 ms). One might speculate that the tone B M100
‘rides’ upon this ongoing baseline, and that this explains the
amplitude differences at the M100 response. To investigate this
possibility we reanalyzed the data by baseline-correcting the
responses according to the 100 ms interval preceding the onset
of tone B (presented in Supplementary Fig. 1). The ﬁgure demonstrates that the difference at the M100 response survives this
re-analysis and is therefore likely not due to an ongoing amplitude
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difference preceding tone B, but rather reﬂects a genuine sensory
response to tone B. Supplementary Fig. 1 also demonstrates that
a difference at the time of the M50 response emerges after baseline correction, suggesting the possibility of even earlier effects of
attention, but this effect is difﬁcult to interpret and is not discussed
further.
In both task conditions, M100 amplitudes progressively decline
from tone A to tone B to tone C. This corresponds to the oftennoted amplitude decrement for closely spaced stimuli which is
known in the EEG/MEG literature as ‘response refractoriness’ (e.g.
Budd, Barry, Gordon, Rennie, & Michie, 1998; Hari, Kaila, Katila,
Tuomisto, & Varpula, 1982; see also Ahveninen et al., 2006), hypothesized to result from refractory effects within the neural generators
which underlie the M100 response. Indeed, a repeated measures
ANOVA on M100 peak amplitudes (deﬁned for each subject as
the maximum amplitude in a ±20 ms interval around the groupRMS peak) with task-condition and tone (A, B or C) as factors
revealed a main effect of tone (p < 0.001) and a task × tone interaction (p = 0.006), resulting from the reversal in amplitude dominance
between COMPARE and PASSIVE for tone B relative to tones
A and C.
To examine potential latency effects, a repeated measured
ANOVA on M100 peak-latencies, with task-condition and tone (A,
B or C) as factors revealed only a main effect of tone (p = 0.009), due
to M100 latency being shortest for tone C and longest for tone B.
We found no signiﬁcant effects of task.
When comparing response amplitudes between tasks, the most
striking effect of ignoring (or trying to ignore) tone B in the COMPARE task is the emergence of an enlarged peak, with M150
dipolar distribution, about 180 ms after the onset of tone B (just
before 800 ms after the onset of the triplet). The fact that the
frontal channels show no signiﬁcant activation at this time range
indicates that these effects are generated primarily in auditory
cortex.
In addition to these main effects of interest which occur shortly
after tone onset, the data also demonstrate response dynamics
related to the anticipation of tone arrival and the subsequent encoding of tone information in memory. In auditory cortex, in the
interval between tone A and tone B, auditory cortical activity in
the COMPARE condition ﬁrst increases and then (at about 400 ms
post-triplet onset) drops sharply, whereas PASSIVE activity maintains relatively constant amplitude. Higher sustained activity in the
COMPARE condition may be related to encoding tone A in short
term memory, a process which has been shown to involve sensory cortex (Gaab & Schlaug, 2003; Grimault et al., 2009; Luo et al.,
2005; Schulze et al., 2009). Following the onset response to tones
B and C, we observe no major differences between the two conditions (differences between targets and non-targets are washed out
in the present analysis because we collapse over all triplet types).
At about 1600 ms post-onset response dynamics begin to reﬂect
motor preparation and the eventual motor response, occurring at
1900 ms post-triplet onset.
The pattern of activation in frontal channels reveals an initial difference between conditions after the onset response to tone A, at
about 150 ms post-triplet onset, where an increase in COMPARE vs.
PASSIVE amplitude is observed. This activation is consistent with
encoding tone A in memory, a process which has been shown to
involve both sensory and frontal cortexes (Grimault et al., 2009;
Schulze, Gaab, & Schlaug, 2009). The large difference between
conditions in the time interval after tone A, where the PASSIVE
condition exhibits higher amplitudes than COMPARE, likely reﬂects
relaxation of expectation in case of PASSIVE (subjects know they
can relax for the duration of the triplet before waiting for the possible occurrence of the next noise burst). The lack of signiﬁcance
around 300 ms post-onset suggests high inter-subject variability
for this process.
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Just before the onset of tones B and C, frontal channel activity
in the COMPARE condition begins to rise, reﬂecting expectation of
tone arrival (Lange et al., 2003) For tone B, the difference between
conditions only becomes signiﬁcant at 650 ms post-triplet onset,
but this is likely because of the large amplitude increase in the PASSIVE condition. For both tones, the dominance of COMPARE over
PASSIVE continues until 80 ms post-tone onset.
The frontal activation pattern observed in the present experiment is sustained over time and, as the statistical analysis suggests,
is extremely consistent across subjects. This, in combination with
the artifact rejection routine (see Section 1) strongly supports a
brain source rather than eye movement artifacts. It is important
to note, however, that because our data were high pass ﬁltered (at
1 Hz) in hardware (due to technical limitations at the time of recording) it is possible that additional aspects of the dynamics of slow
anticipatory activity (Brunia & van Boxtel, 2004; Ohgami, Kotani,
Hiraku, Aihara, & Ishii, 2004) are not visible in this data set.
2.4. Comparing tones B and C
Another means of examining the effect of attending vs. ignoring
is to compare activation of tone B relative to tone C in COMPARE
and PASSIVE tasks. The temporal intervals involved are identical,
and onset responses of B and C are expected to be similar, but
with differences due to position within the triplet (B vs. C) and task
(COMPARE vs. PASSIVE). In Fig. 4 we plot, for each task and each set
of channels, the response to the onsets of B (green) and C (orange).
In each plot, green shading indicates intervals for which activity for
B is greater than for C, and yellow shading those for which activity
for C is greater than for B.
Differences between B and C related activation in the PASSIVE
task condition (right) are attributable to general order effects and
aspects of the stimulus unrelated to attention. In order to identify
effects that are speciﬁcally related to attention we therefore look for
differences between C and B that emerge in the COMPARE task condition (left) relative to the PASSIVE condition (right). An inspection
of frontal channel activity (top) reveals that whereas B tone-related
activity dominates C tone-related activity in the PASSIVE condition (right), this largely reverses in the COMPARE condition (left).
Speciﬁcally, in the COMPARE condition, before the onset of tone C,
there is an increase in frontal channel amplitudes relative to the
same time period before tone B (yellow shading in Fig. 4A). This
effect is unlikely to reﬂect motor preparation since it disappears at
tone onset, and because it is restricted to frontal channels (activity
due to motor preparation, reﬂected by an in increase activation in
all channels, can be seen in Fig. 3 after about 1600 ms post-triplet
onset). Instead, it is likely that this activation reﬂects preparatory
process to optimize the processing of tone C.
The auditory channel data (Fig. 4, bottom) demonstrates the differences in M100 refractoriness between PASSIVE and COMPARE
conditions. The difference between B and C M100 amplitudes is
larger in the PASSIVE condition (an average difference of about 18 fT
which is 23% of the M100 for tone B) than in the COMPARE task condition (an average difference of about 4 fT which is 5% of the M100
for tone B; compare amplitudes at 100 ms post-tone onset in Fig. 4C
and D). That is, whereas in the PASSIVE condition M100 amplitudes
progressively decline from tone A to tone B to tone C, this effect is
much smaller in the COMPARE task condition, where M100 amplitudes for tones B and C are not very different. This is due to the fact
that M100 for tone B is attenuated relative to PASSIVE and M100
to tone C is ampliﬁed relative to the PASSIVE condition (Fig. 3; see
also Ahveninen et al., 2006).
The amplitude difference between the green and orange lines
that emerges after 150 ms post-onset in the COMPARE condition is
due to increased M150 response after the M100 for tone B discussed
above (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of tone B and tone C activation. The RMS time course of composite (averaged across triplet conditions and hemispheres) tone B (green) and C (orange)
amplitudes recorded from frontal (top) and auditory (bottom) channels in the COMPARE (left) and PASSIVE (right) tasks. Tone onsets are at 0 ms on the x axis. Statistically
signiﬁcant differences between B and C amplitudes are marked with green (B > C) or yellow (C > B) shading. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

3. Discussion
The present study focuses on the temporal dynamics of
attentional processes in auditory cortex—the neural processes
underlying the ampliﬁcation of responses to attended stimuli and
suppression of responses to distracters within an acoustic scene
that unfolds over time. We demonstrated that priming listeners to
selectively attend to certain moments in time while ignoring other
moments can modulate early onset responses in auditory cortex by
attenuating responses to signals which listeners are attempting to
ignore and boosting responses to task-relevant sounds.
Several previous studies have tried to isolate effects of attending and ignoring by comparing selective attention conditions with
a ‘baseline’ neutral condition, hypothesized to require neither
attending nor ignoring. For instance, Michie et al. (1990) used a
dichotic presentation task—signals were presented to left and right
ears and listeners were instructed to attend to one ear while ignoring the other. As a control, subjects performed an unrelated visual
task while passively listening to the auditory stimuli (Michie et al.,
1990, 1993). Comparing brain responses to auditory signals when
they were attended or unattended with responses to the same stimuli when subjects were focusing their attention on a visual task,
revealed changes in both the attended and unattended ERPs relative
to the control condition. Speciﬁcally, attended ERPs were enhanced

over the interval from about 100 to 200 ms post-onset, while unattended ERPs were suppressed over the interval from 200 to 500 ms
post-onset (see also Alho, Woods, et al., 1994; Bidet-Caulet et al.,
2010).
Alain and Woods (1994) (see also, Alain et al., 1993) attempted
to isolate effects speciﬁc to attending and ignoring by presenting
listeners with sequences of tone-pips of three different frequencies presented in random order. Listeners were instructed to attend
to one of the tones while ignoring the others. In different conditions the three tones were either evenly spaced (‘evenly spaced;
ES condition), the attended tone was distinct, with the distracter
tones clustered together (‘clustered easy’; CE condition), or else the
attended tone was grouped with one of the distracters (‘clustered
hard’; CH condition). The data indicated that distracter grouping
enhanced the difference between the responses to task-relevant
and task-irrelevant tones. Comparing the different conditions suggested that this effect was due both to increased negativity to
attended tones from 150 to 170 ms post-onset (CE vs. ES conditions) and decreased responses to non-attended tones from 190 to
450 ms post-onset (CH vs. ES conditions).
While these previous studies examined attentional facilitation
vs. suppression in the context of spatial attention or feature-based
(pitch-based) attention, we investigated them from the perspective of attention in time. It has been shown that listeners can take
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advantage of the knowledge of when signals are expected to appear
to optimize processing of task-relevant signals (Lange et al., 2003;
Sanders & Astheimer, 2008). The novel aspect of the present work
concerns the extent to which temporal information can facilitate
ignoring a sound. Indeed, the demonstration of attentional modulation here is particularly compelling as it reveals the interplay
between temporal response dynamics associated with both attending and ignoring within a single stimulus epoch (Fig. 3).
3.1. Temporal dynamics of attending
Effects of attention in the present study were manifested as
anticipatory activity in frontal channels and sensory response modulation in auditory cortex. The increase in frontal channel power,
observed when listeners were preparing to attend to an expected
stimulus (e.g. before tone B or C) is similar to the stimulus preceding negativity (SPN) slow brain potential (Birbaumer, Elbert,
Canavan, & Rockstroh, 1990; Van Boxtel & Böcker, 2004) which is
interpreted in the literature as a cortical priming to preferentially
process the expected stimulus (Brunia & van Boxtel, 2001; Walter,
Cooper, Aldridge, McCalum, & Winter, 1964). Previous studies have
demonstrated an increase in power in prefrontal cortex prior to
auditory feedback stimuli (Brunia & van Boxtel, 2004; Lange et al.,
2003; Ohgami et al., 2004; but see Engdahl, Bjerre, & Christoffersen,
2007). These responses are hypothesized to reﬂect voluntary orienting in a top-down (‘goal directed’) frontal cortex system which
mediates bottom-up perceptual processes in sensory cortices, for
example by modulating the excitability of the relevant sensory neurons (Brunia & van Boxtel, 2004; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002). In the
present experiment, it is likely that the responses we observed in
frontal channels originated from mechanisms that contributed to
the pre-activation of sensory-speciﬁc systems in auditory cortex. It
is noteworthy that both for tones B and C this anticipatory activity
in frontal cortex immediately preceded, but did not overlap with,
activity in auditory cortex (Fig. 3).
In auditory cortex, the ﬁrst effect of selective attention emerged
at about 100 ms post-tone onset, at the peak of the M100 response
which originates from non-primary auditory cortex (Lütkenhöner
& Steinsträter, 1998). This ﬁnding is consistent with similar results
from auditory spatial attention studies (Alho, Teder, Lavikainen, &
Naatanen, 1994; Alho, Woods, et al., 1994; Fujiwara et al., 1998;
Hillyard et al., 1973; Woldorff et al., 1993; Woldorff & Hillyard,
1991). These ﬁndings also replicate the results of Lange et al. (2003)
who had participants listen to short (600 ms) and long (1200 ms)
temporal intervals marked by short noise bursts. The task was to
attend either to the short or long intervals and respond to rarely
occurring offset markers that differed in intensity. Stimuli presented at the attended, relative to the un-attended moments in
time elicited an enhanced N1 onset response (see also Sanders
& Astheimer, 2008). Notably, while Lange et al.’s task speciﬁcally
involved time estimation, we demonstrate similar effects in the
context of a pitch matching task which did not involve explicit time
processing.
In contrast to previous reports (Woldorff et al., 1993; Woldorff
& Hillyard, 1991), we did not ﬁnd an effect during the earlier,
M50 auditory evoked response time window (see also Fujiwara et
al., 1998). Early task-related effects were observed exclusively in
frontal channels.
An enduring debate in the literature concerns whether the
attentional effects observed at stimulus onset result from bottomup, exogenous (stimulus-driven), modulation of sensory processing
(Giard et al., 2000; Giard, Perrin, Pernier, & Peronnet, 1988; Hillyard
et al., 1973; Mangun & Hillyard, 1995) or from an overlap of the
onset responses with an endogenous ‘processing negativity’ component elicited by attention (Näätänen et al., 1978; Alho, Teder,
et al., 1994). For instance, Näätänen (1992) has suggested that the
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processing negativity is generated by a matching process between
incoming stimuli and an ‘attentional trace’—a neuronal representation of the attended stimulus.
The attentional effects we observed in auditory cortex were very
narrowly tuned in time and coincided with the peak of the M100
response. While it is very likely that the amplitude differences
between COMPARE and PASSIVE seen in the M100 time window are
related to preparatory control activity in frontal cortex, this narrow
temporal tuning strongly suggests they are due to genuine gating
of sensory systems primed to expect input at a particular point in
time (see, e.g. Hillyard et al., 1998; Lange et al., 2003 for review)
and not caused by changes in base-line ﬁring rates or endogenous
attention related auditory evoked components.
3.2. Temporal dynamics of ignoring
In the context of spatial or feature-based selective attention,
several studies have demonstrated altered responses to distracter
tones (Alain et al., 1993; Alain & Woods, 1994; Alho, Woods, et
al., 1994; Berman et al., 1989; Bidet-Caulet et al., 2010; Michie et
al., 1990, 1993; Rif et al., 1991). These effects have usually been
reported to emerge around 200 ms from stimulus onset, overlapping with the P2 response.
This effect is clearly visible in our data (Fig. 3), as an increased
M150 response in the COMPARE condition relative to PASSIVE,
occurring after the M100 response for tone B. Based on its magnetic ﬁeld distribution, which indicates an auditory cortical origin,
and comparison of frontal and auditory activity, it appears that this
effect is primarily generated in auditory cortex. Indeed, Rif et al.
(1991) who also report an increased M150 response to unattended
stimuli (although they could not attribute it speciﬁcally to ignoring
due to the lack of an appropriate control) report its source to lie
about 1 cm anterior to that of the M100 consistent with a locus in
supra-temporal auditory cortex.
This increase in activation may underlie active inhibition of sensory processing of the to-be-ignored stimulus (Theeuwes & Chen,
2005) or resistance to stimulus-driven attentional capture (Ipata
et al., 2006). Our ﬁndings are also consistent with results from
Melara et al. (2002), who trained participants to selectively ignore
distracter stimuli in a dichotic listening task. Training resulted
in improved behavioral performance (greater sensitivity to targets, less response bias and faster responses) and accompanied
by ampliﬁed P2 responses to distracters. These ﬁndings motivated
the authors to argue that distracter positivity created by training reﬂects an active inhibitory process during auditory selective
attention. The fact that we observe similar modulation, with a completely different task, provides strong support for this conclusion.
Importantly, in contrast to previous studies where effects of
distracter suppression were manifested only from about 200 ms
post-stimulus onset (Alain & Woods, 1994; Alho et al., 1987; BidetCaulet et al., 2010; Degerman et al., 2008; Melara et al., 2002;
Michie et al., 1990, 1993; Rif et al., 1991), the present results show
that ignoring can affect responses as early as 100 ms after stimulus
onset. Our data demonstrate that, at least in situations where the
timing of a distracter is known, ignoring (or attempting to ignore)
a stimulus results in decreased M100 response in auditory cortex.
In the visual literature, a decrease in amplitude of the P1 (∼80 ms
post-stimulus onset) component has been documented in ERP
studies of spatial attention and hypothesized to be related to suppression of processing at unattended locations (Luck et al., 1994;
Luck & Hillyard, 1995). However Gazzaley et al. (2005), in a visual
ERP study that more closely resembles our auditory task, did not
observe any amplitude suppression effects. The difference may
stem from the fact that explicitly ignoring (as opposed to not
actively attending to) a stimulus is costly in terms of energy, and
subjects would not do so unless absolutely necessary for achieving
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their behavioral goals. The present data thus provide strong evidence that listeners are able to selectively reduce stimulus related
activity in auditory cortex as early as 100 ms after onset, when this
is required to execute their behavioral objectives.
One may argue that that the observed effect (decrease in M100,
increase in M150) around the onset of tone B could be explained
by an exogenous positivity (a dipolar source with opposite magnetic distribution to the M100) that overlaps with both the M100
and M150 time ranges, suggesting that the effect on tone B stems
from passively allocating less attention to B during the COMPARE
relative to the PASSIVE task-conditions. However several aspects
of the data rule out such an explanation (see also discussion of the
same point in Melara et al., 2002). Since the PASSIVE task does not
involve any need to speciﬁcally attend or ignore any of the tones
there is no reason to believe that different ‘amounts’ of attention
should be allocated to B and C tones in PASSIVE. At the same time,
the COMPARE task, is designed in such a way that more attention
should be allocated to C than to B. If the observed effect simply
reﬂects decreased tone excitation, than we should expect to also see
an enlarged M150 peak for C in PASSIVE relative to COMPARE—an
effect which is clearly absent from the data (Fig. 3). We therefore
believe the dynamics of the response around tone B strongly suggest that the M150 effect reﬂects genuine voluntary inhibition of
an interfering stimulus.
In summary, our data suggest that, auditory attention can,
at least in certain situations, selectively down-regulate cortical
responses known to encode perceptual analysis of auditory events
such as the M100. This early-selection (Triesman, 1969), possibly
better referred to as ‘early rejection’, effect is supplemented by an
additional, inhibitory process at about 200 ms post-onset (but still
in auditory cortex), that sub-serves active distracter suppression.
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